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Preface 

 

Conflict Resolution  
What every aspiring success oriented entrepreneur needs to know 

Proverbs 18:19 (NKJV) tells us that “A brother offended is harder to win than a strong city, and 

contentions are like the bars of a castle.” 

This is a study of Solomon‘s Principles for Successful living as it deals with one of the greatest 

problems that face mankind—the resolution of conflicts  

 

No matter what the situation, conflicts will ensue. It is the nature of the physical human being 

to try to convince everyone that his point is the best and his way is the best. This is the cause of 

many contentions.  

 

King Solomon, the richest and wises man to ever have lived (other than Jesus Christ) has some 

very specific things to tell us about conflicts and conflict resolution. 

 

These principles are essential for all of our relationships— marital, parent/child, friends, 

business relations, and even building peace among nations. 

This primary study is dedicated to one of the most energetic projects that , to my knowledge, 

uses the vast untapped power of the Internet.  

What a fascinating idea...why not use the power of Internet marketing to create world peace?  

 

With a HUGE pent-up demand for peace, and minimal hope of creating it the way world leaders 

have gone about it, 22 months ago, a small dedicated group saw a glimmer of something that 

drove them to give up their lives and businesses. They recognized a way to build a "viral peace-

making" machine.  

 

What they saw was a vast untapped opportunity to positively influence the course of human 

history with a remarkable combination of tools. Those tools would help millions of war refugees 

rebuild their shattered lives.  



 

The tools would deliver peace-creation knowledge to anyone with an Internet connection--

without cost--from the world's top speakers, authors, and peace experts. They would teach 

adults and children how to create personal peace in their lives, their jobs and their 

communities--the kind of lessons we all should have learned in grade school.  

 

The project, called "10 Million Clicks For Peace," was founded by Julian Kalmar, creator of The 

Happiness Formula, and Rick Beneteau, perhaps best known as one of the early Internet 

marketing pioneers and founder of the Internet Toy Drive.  

 

To date, over 5,900 volunteers have donated their time and effort to this humanitarian project. 

I believe with all my heart that this is the most important project I'll see in my lifetime, and 
I'm convinced you'll feel the same way by the end of this letter. Let me start by asking you 
this . . .  
 
Are you tired of watching news of war, terrorism and turmoil, and the politicians and world 
leaders who seem powerless to do anything about them? Do you yourself feel helpless in the 
face of these major problems and wish there was something you could do about them, if not 
for yourself, then for your children?  
 
If so, then what follows is the most amazing evolution of thought that applies the power of 
the Internet to the problem of world peace, and oh what a brilliant, brilliant combination of 
ideas that have come together to address the problem.  
 

Now we can change the news instead of helplessly watching it!  

 
More powerful than your political vote has ever been, you can now positively impact tens of 
thousands of lives in a way that you can see and measure in real time, right before your eyes!  

 
The significance of 10 Million Clicks For Peace is that it 

creates peace on a scale previously inconceivable.  

 

The current problem with peace efforts is that they are attempted by high-level government 
officials without regard to the grassroots causes. The turmoil we are experiencing in the 
world today proves that this method is unable to create peace. The reason it fails is because 
governments are powerless to create peace when their citizens are in a state of turmoil. 

To create peace, you must involve every country's  
citizens, not just their leaders.  

http://www.thehappinessformula.com/
http://www.internettoydrive.org/


10 Million Clicks For Peace does just that, and the reason it's the best hope we've got, is that 
for the first time in history 1-out-of-5 people in the world can directly participate in the 
peace process...not just government officials. Why 1-out-of-5? Because that's how many of 
the world's people are connected to the Internet.  
 
The Internet--which was ironically envisioned to permit communications after a nuclear war--
is now the most promising tool we have for the creation of world peace.  
 
You and I can now reach out to all the people we know, and they can do the same, and on 
and on, until everyone in the world has access to the tools for creating personal peace.  

 
Countries filled with peaceful people, simply don't  

start wars or participate in violence. 

 

Imagine living happily, with harmony in your home, your work, and your neighborhood. 
Violence would definitely reduce your happiness, and you wouldn't want any part of it, would 
you?  
 
Now imagine if every neighborhood in your country was living happily, do you think your 
country would stand a chance of creating, or, participating in a war or other violence. Who'd 
do the fighting? Certainly not its citizens...why would they ruin their happiness at the request 
of their government? No way...forget it.  

 
An international program to show people how to live 

peacefully is available to every world citizen.  

 

10 Million Clicks For Peace gives everyone a chance to create a happier, healthier, and more 
successful life, courtesy of the world's great teachers of peace, happiness, and success.  
 
For the first time in history, the entire world can learn what should have been taught in every 
school from kindergarten on up...how to live vital happy lives, in harmony with ourselves, our 
families, our neighbors, and our co-workers. The world's largest personal growth course is 
available to everyone, and, at no cost! 

To create peace, you must heal the damage already done! 

 

10 Million Clicks For Peace is providing food, shelter, clothing, medicine, and HOPE to 
millions of war refugees around the world--the innocent victims of other's non-peaceful 
thoughts and actions.  
 
My friend, just so you know, donations go to the 'Clicks for Peace Fund' administered by We, 
The World 501(c)(3) to support worldwide refugee assistance programs and sponsor peace 
education. As you may know, We, The World is advised by such notables as Nobel Peace Prize 



winner, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Marianne Williamson and Dr. Jane Goodall, DBE. You 
can click here to see how donations are handled.  

 
Here's what one of the largest refugee charities in the 

world says about 10 Million Clicks For Peace...  

 

"Mercy Corps wholeheartedly endorses this innovative initiative for peace. 10 Million Clicks 
For Peace is a shining example of what each of us can do, as partners for peace, to be the 
change we want to see in the world." --Mercy Corps (www.mercycorps.org) 
 

We are all connected. The problem is that most of us don't know 
what to do to utilize this truth to solve world problems  

 

Do you know the idea of 6-degrees-of-separation, where everyone is connected to everyone 
else through a chain of no more than 6 other people? If you want to reach your government 
official, you might know a friend, who knows an attorney, who knows a senator...etc.  
 
It's a powerful idea, and the folks at 10 Million Clicks For Peace have empowered you to reach 
out to the whole world through an ingenious referral mechanism.  
 

To succeed, you must show people how powerful 
they are and how much good they can do  

 

Imagine a gauge or meter that could instantly show you how your positive actions are 
spreading out into the world, affecting hundreds of people, and then thousands. It would be a 
magical kind of meter that allows you to follow along to see how your positive messages 
affect one person after another. 

http://www.tenmillionclicksforpeace.org/charities.asp


 

Well, today, that meter exists. This patent-pending technology is called a Personal Peace 
Impact Meter, and it measures--in real time--9 positive effects each member is causing in 
the world. You can actually see the numbers change right before your eyes as you take 
positive action.  
 
But, it gets better... When the people you influence tell other people, the positive effects 
they create show up on your Personal Peace Impact Meter too.  
 
The Personal Peace Impact Meter reports back to each member the total effect as friends tell 
friends who tell friends, on and on for endless generations! And, they are very eager to do so!  
 
Many wise teachers talk about making a small effort to make a big difference in a person's 
life, but what if you could make a big difference in tens of thousands of lives with that same, 
small effort? And the Personal Peace Impact Meter will show you just how many people you're 
helping!  
 

But it gets even better still, because...Viral Peace-Making Technology 
phenomenally multiplies your peace-making ability.  

 

Integrated into the website is the same kind of referral technology that built MySpace! So, 
every person you reach, and all the people they reach, and on and on, can, with just a few 
clicks, send every person in their instant messaging, regular email and web-based email 
address books, a special email about 10 Million Clicks For Peace! Instead of referring just a 
handful of friends, each person you reach will be contacting hundreds of others - and it all 
gets tracked on your meter!  

You are more powerful than you thought, and now you can 
see it, measure it, and use it for good  

 



If you want to watch our front-end movie to see the same introduction your subscribers will, 
just click here. After the movie, they'd move forward to membership signup, refer friends 
(optional), donate (optional), and log in to their own Personal Peace Impact Meter to start 
creating peace.  
 
Now, think about this...two weeks after launching 10 Million Clicks For Peace, one member 
moved 3520 people toward greater peacefulness, and raised $9,089...enough to shelter and 
feed 1,818 war refugees for one day!  
 
That's just one member, and your list is probably many times larger than theirs!  
 

 
If you're ready to create world peace...  

 

...if you want the troops to return home...if you want to stop the bloodshed...if you want to 
teach the next generation how to live peacefully...if you want to create a better life for 
millions of war refugees...if you want to create a better life for you and your loved 
ones...then join the world's largest virtual peace movement and become a VIP Peace 
Promoter.  
 

Use the power of your email list today to positively affect 
thousands and thousands of people, while saving 

the lives of untold numbers of war refugees  
 

Friends, join the many other members of the personal growth community who are right now 
starting to reach out to millions of subscribers, members, customers and fellow list-owners in 
a massive worldwide peace outreach using this most revolutionary peace-making technology.  
 
It's time to change the news instead of just helplessly watching it!  
 
There is great hope for our future. Join us right now!  
 
 
Pastor Bobby  
 
 
P.S. You will have the opportunity to contribute your life wisdom to our ecourse and blog, 
receiving massive exposure for your products and services.  
 
P.P.S. Feel free to download an overview of 10 Million Clicks For Peace.  

Come change the world with us  

 

http://www.tenmillionclicksforpeace.org/memberexperience.asp
http://www.tenmillionclicksforpeace.org/vip/s.asp?sid=20977c438MFe4295eX8094374
http://www.tenmillionclicksforpeace.org/vip/s.asp?sid=20977c438MFe4295eX8094374
http://www.tenmillionclicksforpeace.org/overview-public.pdf
http://www.tenmillionclicksforpeace.org/vip/s.asp?sid=20977c438MFe4295eX8094374


Remember, Christians believe that, ultimately, world peace will be ushered in by the return of 

Jesus Christ, The Messiah. That does not mean that we should sit idly by waiting. This does not 

mean that our only course of action is to sit on a seat in church and pray for peace. This means 

that we are to work in every capacity that God has given us to begin the process. When He does 

return, let Him catch you working. 

God loves every single person He created with an unconditional love. He even loves those who 

do not love or acknowledge Him. We, therefore, are bound by our love for Him to love every 

part of God’s creation. We are to love the believers, the non-believers, the agnostics, the 

atheists, the Muslim, the Jew, the Buddhists, etc. Christians must love everyone in order to 

demonstrate the same love that Christ showed them, without exception. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Biggest Factor 

If we were to put all of the problems that we might en-counter in a 

business, a friendship or a marriage into a pot and boil them down, 

what do you think might remain? The biggest factor in most failed 

businesses or friendships or marriages is ‗unresolved conflicts.‘ 

Marriages have been ruined and family relationships ripped apart, 

brother against brother, because of unresolved conflicts. This is one 

factor that can devastate a business. When there is an unresolved 

issue between partners or employer and employee, often the 

entire business suffers. Knowing this, you might think that people 

would not leave issues unresolved. Theoretically that is sound but it 

is extremely difficult when neither party is equipped to handle 

problem resolution.  

 

In Proverbs 18:19 (NKJV) tells us that ―A brother offended is harder to win than a strong city, 

and contentions are like the bars of a castle.ǁ  

 

Conflicts, disagreements or arguments, contentions, adversities, trials and tribulations are all 

part of daily life. Jesus told us that men would hate us because of Him. The fact is that the 

confusion that conflicts and adversities cause is a test of our Christian fortitude. How we handle 

them is determined by how well we are able to use the principles that we learn from God‘s Holy 

Book of Wisdom.  

 

That is a bold statement but it is true. Using the principles given us by Solomon in his Proverbs 

can determine the success or failure of handling conflicts in business and in our homes. If you 

use Solomon‘s principles every conflict can be handled. Without the benefit of the knowledge 

and wisdom given us in Solomon‘s principles, we are headed for more difficulty than we want.  

Conflicts and adversities can be handle without Solomon‘s principles but it is a difficult and 

often frustrating option to take, more than not, ending in failure. Going it on your own without 

the benefit of Solomon‘s principles will usually end in a great deal of stress and tension, both at 

work and at home. Often problems at home will bleed into our professional life and vice versa.  

A good question for each of us to ask is ‘who wins?‘ when there is a conflict. Take a look at the 

conflicts that you have had in your life. Who walked away from that conflict feeling good? I am 

confident is saying that no one won the battle, but there were probably many victims left 

injured.  

 

This may sound strange to many but, depend-ing on how we react, conflicts can bring 

opportunities. The immediate result may not seem as though it is a blessing but often, later, the 

resolution to that conflict may reveal an even better solution than first imagined.  

 



Never forget that God‘s Word tells us that God can take a bad situation and can create some-

thing wonderful from it. He can take a situation where there seems to be no way out and show 

us a better way.  

 

1 Corinthians 10:12-13 (New King James Version)  

“12 therefore let him who thinks he stands take heed lest he fall. 13 No temptation has 

overtaken you except such as is common to man; but God is faithful, who will not allow you to 

be tempted beyond what you are able, but with the temptation will also make the way of 

escape, that you may be able to bear it.”  
 

There are two basic types of conflict that we need to look at. We initiate or contribute to one 

type of conflict and someone or something that is not in our control initiates the second. There 

is seldom a conflict, either under our control or not, that does not result in wounded egos and 

often physical wounds. 

It is human nature to defend our point of view and ourselves. Often, however, our defense goes 

out of control and becomes offensive. One person attacks and the other counterattacks trying 

to inflict as many wounds as possible. This usually spins out of the control of either party. 

Solomon tells us that at this point the argument becomes foolishness, which benefits no one.  

It is important in any argument, whether started by us or not, to realize the point of the 

argument. Often we can avoid the severe exchange of hurtful accusations and epithets by 

simply softening our tone. Proverbs 15:1 (NKJV) ―A soft answer turns away wrath, but a harsh 

word stirs up anger.ǁ is the perfect explanation for this. Sometimes a simple soft or gentle 

answer can abate an argument. 

On the other hand, sometimes a heated exchange of points of view can be healthy if it is 

controlled and not allowed to degenerate into insult slinging. In Proverbs 27:17 (NLT) “As iron 

sharpens iron, so a friend sharpens a friend.” Solomon is teaching us this type of ex-change. 

Have you ever seen a chef sharpen his knife with sharpening steel? The friction of the ‘steel 

against steel’ or ‘iron against iron‘causes the honing of the knife to make it sharp. When we 

control the exchange of conflicting points of view, we can discover a better solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Trial by Fire 

When things get out of our control, danger lurks in the side-lines. 

Each of us has had situation occur where we seemed to have been 

tossed into the middle of a trial of which we had no control - a 

trial by fire.  

 

In Proverbs 17:3 Solomon teaches ―The crucible for silver and 

the furnace for gold, but the LORD tests the heart.ǁ This, of course 

is allusion to the method that a goldsmith or silversmith uses to 

purify gold or silver ore.  

 

I watched a goldsmith take a small pot filled with what looked to me like dirt and small rocks. 

He told me that this was gold ore. To me it didn‘t look like the gold that I was accustomed to 

seeing. It was in its natural state, filled with impurities. He proceeded to put the ceramic 

looking pot over a small blast furnace and turned up the heat. As the mixture melted, the 

impurities burned away leaving only the molten gold behind.  

 

The goldsmith told me that at this point it was critical to keep a close eye on the molten gold. If 

left in the extreme heat too long, the gold would also burn up. I asked him how he knew when 

the mixture was ready. He told me some-thing very profound. He told me that he looks at the 

top of the molten gold and when he could see his reflection in it, it was finished.  

 

From this Proverb we can see that Solomon wants us to realize that we too are 

like the gold ore or silver ore. In our natural state there are layers and layers 

of impurities. God will allow adversities and conflicts, trial and tribulations 

in our lives to provide the necessary heat to burn away the impurities 

leaving the beautiful and very valuable character that He wants for us. He 

knows when we are ready to use when He can see His reflection in us.  

 

One of the impurities that God wants to ‘burn‘out of us is our natural self-centered point of 

view. This egocentric point of view is the cause of much contention in our lives and so often the 

substance that fuels a heated exchange. It is our nature to want to convince our opponent that 

our point of view is the correct one. We feel that the only way to win and argument is to 

convince our opponent that we are right, for them to agree with us and to do what we want 

them to do. Usually, with two egocentric individuals, there is no winner. The true definition of 

winning is to achieve the very best possible outcome.  

 

All of the principles or keys that Solomon gives us in his Proverbs (as well as his other writing) 

are essential for our path to success. You may wonder why at this point we are discussing the 

resolution of conflicts. You will find that, no matter what your goal is, business or personal, 

there will always arise an opposing opinion. Here we will abandon the idea that winning is 



‘getting my way‘ or convincing someone that I am right. The skills that we are going to discuss 

are key factors in our winning the situation (attaining the result that is best for all.)  

 

We can categorize conflicts as hurtful or informative. When we are engaged in a conflict, 

whether we started it or are simply responding to something that someone else started. Keep 

your eyes and ears open. The moment that you suspect that the situation is degenerating into 

nothing more than at-tempting to injure your opponent or him injuring you, you must force 

yourself to control your thoughts and words. You must change the focus to achieving the best 

possible outcome for everyone involved. 

Let‘s take a look at 5 situations that spawn conflicts and adversities.  

 

1. One of the surest ways of getting into a conflict is when we meddle in the business of 

others. Solomon tells us in Proverbs 26:17 (NKJV) “He who passes by and meddles in a quarrel 

not his own is like one who takes a dog by the ears.” It is natural try to help others when they 

are engaged in an argument. Each, however, will try to get you to agree with him. If you take 

sides, as Solomon points out, you are the one who will be bitten. It is good to help mediate but 

it is best when both parties come to you for wise counsel.  

 

2. Most arguments are not planned affairs. They happen on impulse. Solomon gives us good 

advice in Proverbs 25:8 (The Amplified Bible) ―Rush not forth soon to quarrel [before 

magistrates or elsewhere], lest you know not what to do in the end when your neighbor has put 

you to shame.ǁ When you see this happening, take Solomon‘s advice and just don‘t do it.  

 

3. Harsh words are generally a good way to ‘push someone‘s buttons‘and usually the best way 

to start an argument or escalate one. Proverbs 15:1 (NLT) “A gentle answer deflects anger, but 

harsh words make tempers flare.” 
 

4. Anger is an excellent fuel for an argument. Often a person who is angry because of a totally 

unrelated issue will begin or react to an argument. Proverbs 15:18 (NKJV) “A wrathful man stirs 

up strife, but he who is slow to anger al-lays contention.” Too often is the case that someone 

who is angry with another at work will bring his temper home and begin arguing with his or her 

spouse or children and vice versa. I have seen the results of someone who has had an argument 

with his wife bring the same attitude to work. It‘s not a pretty site. 

5. When you are confronted with a situation that could be construed as an argument or 

conflict, ask yourself what is the instigating factor. More often than not the situation will 

usually arise because of pride or arrogance. Is your involvement in the argument motivated by 

your pride or an attack on your ego?  

 

If it is, and Solomon says that it‘s the Number 1 cause (Pride), you need to talk it over with 

someone before you engage your opponent. Solomon tells us in Proverbs 13:10 (The Amplified 



Bible) “By pride and insolence comes only contention, but with the well-advised is skillful and 

godly Wisdom.” 
  

Conflicts and arguments have very few good results. When we see that Solomon considers this 

to be foolishness, we can understand that these situations can be avoided and should be. There 

is nothing wrong with a lively discussion or debate. You usually take time to prepare for these. 

In that preparation it is always wise to seek wise counsel.  

 

It is also very important for the successful Christian (diligent student of God‘s Word) to be 

adept at mediating. Preventing arguments and conflicts from escalating into an all out war is a 

necessary skill for anyone who is seeking success. You‘ll find that this skill will be very handy in 

helping you on the road to success. Becoming a conflict resolver builds trust in others and 

elevates your position in the eyes and hearts of others. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Solomon’s Insights 

Understanding the reason that something takes place is only 

part of the solution. Knowing how to deal with, resolve or avoid 

a conflict is the key to a successful resolution. Solomon has 

some very specific actions that need to be taken in order to 

deal with adversities, conflicts or arguments.  

 

Listed below are eight insights that Solomon provides for 

dealing with or engaging in conflicts in order to bring about the 

best possible resolution for everyone concerned.  

 

Insight #1 – Our true purpose for engaging in conflict is a positive purpose – to ensure that the 

best possible resolution is found that will benefit everyone concerned. If the purpose were to 

simply hurt the other individual, the best thing is to stop the conflict immediately, just walk 

away.  

 

Insight #2  ―Every purposed is established by counselǁ Proverbs 20:18. Solomon wants us to 

know that it is very difficult to establish our purpose for a conflict or confrontation without first 

seeking wise counsel. If we are truly concerned with finding an equitable resolution to a conflict 

or confrontation, get a second and third opinion before proceeding. Often you‘ll find that there 

is no equitable resolution. Just walk away.  

 

Insight #3 – In Proverbs 18:19 Solomon tells us that an offended brother is harder to win over 

than a strong city. It is natural for our self-defense shield to surround us when we are hurt or 

offended. It is also a natural inclination to forever avoid the offending party. We must first of all 

take the time to weigh the consequences of our action. This is why we are constantly reminded 

to seek wise counsel in everything that we do. Others, wiser and more objective, may be able to 

point out the consequences that we do not at first realize until it is too late. 

  

It is always best to plan what you have to say and consider the consequences. Weigh your 

perceived consequences and the opinions of your wise counsel to deter-mine whether the 

confrontation is worth the time and trouble. Will there be a good resolution for everyone 

concerned? Often I have seen feuding family members avoid each other for years. Sometimes, 

after several years, they do not remember what started the whole situation. Before engaging, 

seek wise counsel. 

Insight #4 – Often, out of the blue we can be bushwhacked attacked verbally because of 

something perceived by an-other as unfair or unfounded. Usually these attacked are immature 

and foolish. Solomon tells us in Proverbs 26:4 (NKJV) “Do not answer a fool according to his 

folly, lest you also be like him.” When we react, without consideration of the consequences, to 

the angry words of an opponent, we lower ourselves to his childish level. Solomon continues by 

giving us something to think about in Proverbs 26:5 (NKJV) “Answer a fool according to his folly, 



lest he be wise in his own eyes.” When we take a moment to consider what the attacker said 

and we answer his accusation and not him personally, we take away the possibility of him 

assuming that what he said was wise.  

 

Proverbs 18:12 (NKJV) ―Before destruction the heart of a man is haughty, and before honor is 

humility.ǁ When we take the opportunity to consider the consequences of our answer to a 

verbal attack, we can often take a position of humility, which is a more honorable position to 

assume.  

 

Insight #5 - It takes a strong character to quiet his emotional reaction to the verbal assault of 

another. It requires self-control and patience. Our first impulse is to retaliate or counterattack 

using whatever we have to offend our of-fender. Some may even resort to revealing something 

secret that might be hurtful to the other. 

This will serve only one purpose. It will destroy the hope of a good resolution or your good 

reputation. Solomon tells us in Proverbs 25:9-10 (NLT) ― When arguing with your neighbor, 

don‘t betray another person‘s secret. Others may accuse you of gossip, and you will never 

regain your good reputation.ǁ If you are privy to confidential information, keep that confidence, 

even if you feel that it might strengthen your argument.  

 

We should seriously consider what Solomon tells us in Proverbs 15:26 (NKJV) ―The heart of the 

righteous studies how to answer, but the mouth of the wicked pours forth evil.ǁ As successful 

people, diligent students of God‘s Wisdom, we need to take time to study all aspects of the 

situation before we answer. If we give in to our worldly nature, we will do nothing but harm to 

ourselves and to others.  

 

Insight #6 - Do not feed the fury. Arguments, conflicts and adversities escalate when each party 

involved adds fuel to the fire. We learn in Proverbs 26:20 (NKJV) “Where there is no wood, the 

fire goes out; And where there is no talebearer, strife ceases.” Often an argument or conflict 

can be resolved, without bloodshed, by simply answering softly, without anger or malice. 

Remember Proverbs 15:1 (NKJV) “A soft answer turns away wrath, but a harsh word stirs up 

anger.” 

Insight #7 – There is an absolutely excellent way to sooth an angry person. Often an apology is 

the greatest gift that any-one can expect. If you know you are wrong, be the better person, 

save the friendship or partnership or marriage by simply apologizing. If you know that you are 

right, apologize anyway. The opponent will know that you are simply offering a way out. This is 

a great way to defuse a situation and offers you the opportunity, at a later time and after 

diligent study of the situation, to approach the issue in a calmer atmosphere.  

 

Solomon tells us in Proverbs 21:14 (NKJV) “A gift in secret pacifies anger, and a bribe behind the 

back, strong wrath.” 
 



Insight #8 – Forgive  

We are well aware of the most magnificent gift that has ever been given. That gift is the 

sacrifice that Christ made for us in order to forgive us for our sin debt. He went where he didn‘t 

deserve to go and did what he did not have to do, and all for our sakes. If we could simply take 

His example in our own affairs, we could accelerate our journey to success. 

It doesn‘t matter what we have done in our lives, how horrible our offenses against God and 

humanity; Christ is willing to for-give us, totally. Can we say that the offenses that we have 

suffered at the hands of others are worse that those suffered by Christ? Do our feelings matter 

more than Christ‘s? Can we pick and choose who we will forgive and who we will judge? Are we 

to put ourselves above Christ?  

 

Solomon tells us in Proverbs 10:12 (NKJV) “Hatred stirs up strife, but love covers all sins.” If we 

would simply let that love in our hearts, which is Christ, rule our hearts, minds and souls, we 

would never open ourselves to argument. We would be able to forgive every offense. 

Understand that, no matter what has been done to you, when you forgive that person, you are 

not condoning their action; you are releasing yourself from the bondage of their actions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Adversity is a given  
 

There is not a human who has ever lived on this planet that has 

not encountered adversity in some form or fashion. Adversity is 

a given. Christ told us that we would suffer adversity. It is up to 

us as to how we react to what life throws at us. Solomon has 

some very specific advice for resolving adversity.  

 

We each react differently when adversities confront us. Some 

run and hide, others hum and whistle and, trying to ignore the 

situation, others pretend that it's not really there. The fact is 

that adversity is real and it can adversely affect our lives and 

the lives of others around us. Solomon tells us to stand up and face the problem head on.  

Proverbs 28:1 (NKJV) "The wicked flee when no one pursues, but the righteous are bold as a 

lion." Solomon uses the term 'wicked' to describe anyone who does not prescribe to seeking 

wise counsel or the belief in and worship of Almighty God. He is telling us that the 'wicked' 

always attempt to run away from adversity. They run away even though no one is pursuing 

them. The 'righteous', those who are in 'right' standing with the Crea-tor, fortified by their 

beliefs and worshipful practices, face their problems with the courage and determination of the 

king of the jungle, a lion.  

 

In Proverbs 24:10 (NKJV) Solomon tells us "If you faint in the day of adversity, your strength is 

small." When adversity rears its head it is not the time to cower or flee. It is the time to be bold. 

To be bold and persevere is the key to lasting success in life.  

 

Read Proverbs 24:16 (NKJV) "For a righteous man may fall seven times and rise again, but the 

wicked shall fall by calamity." We need not concentrate on falling down but on getting up. To 

'rise again' is an extremely important concept, especially for the successful Christian.  

 

When we concentrate on the positive aspects of adversity, we see that there are two very 

important benefits that we gain through adversity. As a matter of fact, through the school of 

adversity, we learn these lessons well. The first benefit that we need to consider is that through 

adversity we learn patience, we develop our strength and our courage to face subsequent 

adversities, we develop our sense of compassion and kindness towards others, and our love, 

our humility and our faith grow by leaps and bounds. 

 

The second important benefit of adversity is that it helps us to become much more valuable to 

others. Everyone is going to en-counter adversity at some point and the first person that they 

seek is someone who has already experienced adversities and overcome them. You become the 

wise counsel that others seek.  

 

This would be a good place to review several very important points in our study of the effective 

resolution of conflicts. I have broken these down into a quick list of do's and don'ts.  



First let’s list the don'ts.  

 

1.) Do not ignore or avoid facing a conflict. Denial is not the answer, although it is the most 

used temporary remedy. Conflicts or adversities and the hurt that they cause will grow 

inside of you. They will fester and canker and do more deadly harm to your spirit and 

body than you can ever imagine. You could say that conflicts that have been internalized 

and not face head on are the causes of the majority of 'psychological' problems among 

human beings. Look at the word 'psychological'. It is the combination of two Greek root 

words - 'psyche' which is translated 'soul' and 'logia' which means the 'study of.' It is safe 

to say that psychological problems are 'soul' problems. Don't bury your problems or the 

pain that they cause.  

2.) Don't let a conflict turn into a personal attack. Focus on the problem causing the conflict 

instead of diverting the attention to the shortcoming or character weaknesses of the 

other party. If your intent is to solve the problem, you must concentrate on the causes 

of that problem. 

3.) Keeping within the spirit of the previous statement, do not resort to calling each other 

names or making seriously inflammatory remarks simply to get a negative reaction. 

When these tactics are used in an argument, the root problem be-comes obscured and 

the focus is place on defending ones honor.  

4.) Nobody likes an arrogant know-it-all. When you enter a conflict with that attitude, a 

wall of resentment and negativity has been constructed and nothing good will happen. 

When engaged in a conflict, approach it as though there is a great les-son for you to 

learn. Approach the conflict with a humble spirit. For one thing, this will definitely 

confuse your opponent because he will not expect that at all. This is very difficult to do 

for a person of 'position', such as a boss or manager.  

5.) In an argument you will be tempted to bring up other is-sues. Do not let this happen. 

Keep the focus on the problem at hand and the best way to resolve it.  

6.) Never try to back you opponent into a corner. Remember this is not a 'prize fight' and 

the only good thing that can come out of this is the equitable resolution to the problem. 

Do not us threats and ultimatums.  

7.) Try to refrain from demeaning gestures or body language. It is tempting to roll your eyes 

or use an exasperated sigh or slap you forehead with the palm of your hand. This will 

only add fuel to the fire.  

8.) It is human nature to interrupt an opponent when he is saying something with which 

you disagree. Do not interrupt him. Let him have his say and then you can also demand 

to have your time to speak.  

9.) No matter how tempting it is just to turn and walk away, do not. As Solomon tells us, 

face your adversity. This can also be the same as hanging up when you are called on the 

phone with an argument.  

 

 

 

 



It is best to finish this study on a positive note. Let’s look at the list of positives that should be 

considered when you are faced with a conflict.  

 

1.) Whenever you are faced with what you perceive to be a confrontation, take a few 

minutes to calm your emotional state. It is best to cool off before engaging in a conflict. 

2.) When you know that you are headed for a confrontation, you need to decide what 

outcome you expect. If your motivation is to correct someone, plan for the best possible 

outcome. Consider the reactions of the other person and how you can best re-solve the 

problem at hand. Go into the conflict armed with a good solid plan devoid of emotional 

stress.  

3.) You goal should never be to tear down the character of an-other person. If that is your 

goal, you need to do some soul searching to discover why you think that would ever be 

an option. Use as many positive statements as possible; even praise the other person's 

abilities. Fins positives to counteract the negatives.  

4.) If you expect the problem to be resolved immediately and easily, that is great. However, 

that is not the usual case. Be willing to accept a progressive plan of resolution. Be willing 

to work with the problem for as long as it takes to find the most equitable solution.  

5.) Seek wise counsel. When you know that there is a conflict ensuing, seek out the advice 

of others who have gone through similar situations and be willing to consider their 

advice.  

6.) Often we are blindsided by an attack. If this is the case, listen to what your attacker is 

saying. Instead of retaliation, ask him if there is any other cause for his anger or 

concern. Let him tell you everything that is on his mind. No matter what is said, remain 

calm. You just may learn something.  

7.) Whenever possible reassure the person that you are willing to discuss whatever is on his 

mind. Show that you are committed to the relationship and want to find a way to 

resolve whatever seems to be the problem in order to enhance the relationship. 

8.) Forgive. No matter what the other person says, forgive him immediately. Christ was 

slandered, spat upon, hit, beaten, verbally abused whipped and hung on a cross. He 

immediately for-gave those responsible.  

 

If we consider that conflicts can be used as a tool to strengthen us, we will find it easier to look 

for an effective resolution. This takes a great deal of self-control (patience). Self-control or 

patience is not a natural state of being for humans. It is however one of the traits that is listed 

as the fruit of the Spirit. 

 

Galatians 5:22 (NASB) "But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, 

goodness, faithfulness," 

 

This study of King Solomon‘s Proverbs and the application for Conflict Resolution is only a small 

part of the intense study of King Solomon‘s Principles for Successful Living that can be found at 

the Christian Success Institute.  

http://tinyurl.com/crspf9


 

Are you ready to begin your path to success through the principle that are set out for us in 

God‘s Holy Scripture?  

 

Visit the Christian Success Institute today. 

Become part of the solution at “10 Million Clicks For Peace” 

http://tinyurl.com/crspf9
http://www.tenmillionclicksforpeace.org/vip/s.asp?sid=20977c438MFe4295eX8094374

